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Abstract: By using strong optical injection locking, we report resonance
frequency enhancement in excess of 100 GHz in semiconductor lasers. We
demonstrate this enhancement in both distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs), showing the broad
applicability of the technique and that the coupling Q is the figure-of-merit
for resonance frequency enhancement. We have also identified the key
factors that cause low-frequency roll-off in injection-locked lasers. By
increasing the slave laser’s DC current bias, we have achieved a record
intrinsic 3-dB bandwidth of 80 GHz in VCSELs.
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1. Introduction
To support the growing need for larger transmission speeds in optical communications, much
research has been devoted to increasing the direct modulation bandwidth of semiconductor
lasers. In a typical laser, the relaxation oscillation (resonance) frequency, fR, is a figure-ofmerit that is a necessary but not sufficient condition for determining its maximum direct
modulation bandwidth. The resonance frequency of directly modulated lasers has been
demonstrated up to ~30 GHz [1-3]. Practical limitations, including laser heating and gain
compression [4], limit the maximum resonance frequency. Furthermore, increased damping at
higher resonance frequencies limit the maximum bandwidth to 30-40 GHz [1-3].
Previously, we have shown that strong optical injection locking can significantly enhance
the resonance frequency of semiconductor lasers up to 72 GHz [5]. In past works, however,
low-frequency roll-off has limited the bandwidth of the enhanced-resonance lasers to wellbelow the resonance frequency [6-8], reducing the high-frequency uses to narrow-band
applications, such as opto-electronic oscillators [9, 10]. Recently, however, by optimizing the
detuning frequency and injection ratio, we have shown enhanced bandwidths of up to 44 GHz
[5], This already surpasses the record bandwidths achieved by any semiconductor laser.
In this work, we significantly expand the high-frequency capabilities of optical injectionlocked lasers. First, we develop a theoretical model for the resonance frequency and
bandwidth enhancement. The model shows that the maximum resonance frequency is
inversely proportional to the coupling Q-factor, and also increases as the injection power and
optical frequency increase. Additionally, we show that lasers with very different cavity
dimensions but similar Q-factors will demonstrate similar resonance frequency enhancement.
These conclusions are verified experimentally. We use these design rules to maximize the
resonance frequency. Here, we report resonance frequencies >100 GHz in both optical
injection-locked (OIL) 1550-nm distributed-feedback (DFB) and vertical-cavity surfaceemitting lasers (VCSELs). In addition, we use the model to describe the source of the lowfrequency roll-off and delineating the key laser parameters that can be used to reduce the rolloff and increase the laser bandwidth. We show that by increasing the DC bias current of the
slave, the modulation bandwidth can be enhanced significantly. By optimizing the slave laser
bias, we demonstrate intrinsic 3-dB bandwidths up to 80 GHz. The directly-modulated OIL
laser is still subject to RC parasitics [4]. However, this is not a fundamental limitation and can
be overcome in modern laser designs.
2. Theory
2.1 Resonance frequency enhancement
In free-running semiconductor lasers, the resonance frequency results from the coupling
between the carriers and photons. Direct modulation on the laser will create symmetric
sidebands on the longer and shorter wavelength sides of the laser mode. In strong injection
locking, the resonance frequency is dominated by the competition between the main locked
mode, at the master laser (ML) frequency, and the intrinsic cavity mode of the slave laser,
shifted by the injection [11]. The modulated optical sideband of the locked mode is resonantly
enhanced by the cavity mode. Therefore, it is the frequency difference between the two that
determines the approximate resonance frequency enhancement.
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In a previous work, we develop a small-signal, linearized theoretical model that describes
the injection-locked laser system. Using this model, we approximated the resonance frequency
of an injection-locked laser as [12]

ω R2 = ω R2 0 + Δω R2

(1)

where ωR and ωR0 are the injection-locked and free-running resonance frequency,
respectively. ΔωR is the resonance frequency enhancement term:
Δω R = κ Rint sin (− φ0 )

(2)

where κ (= 1/τrt) is the coupling coefficient; τrt is the cavity round-trip time; Rinj is the internal
injection ratio, defined as the ratio of optical powers of the master and free-running slave laser
inside the slave laser cavity; and φ0 is the phase difference between slave and master fields.
For low injection ratios, the enhancement is small and the resonance frequency of the
injection-locked laser is dominated by the free-running laser frequency. With increasing
injection power, the resonance frequency can increase dramatically. Similarly, as the detuning
frequency moves to the positive edge of the locking range, φ0 approaches -π/2, thereby
increasing ωR. Finally, κ is inversely proportional to the cavity round-trip time. Therefore,
with a shorter cavity, we can see an additional increase in resonance frequency.
The slave laser can be of any type; here we take a distributed feedback (DFB) laser and a
vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) as two examples with very different cavity
designs. The VCSEL’s effective cavity length is much shorter, resulting in a higher κ for the
VCSEL, though the high mirror reflectivity of the VCSEL reduces the amount of light
transmitted into the cavity and, hence, reduces the internal injection ratio.
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Fig. 1. Frequency response comparison between (a) DFB and (b) VCSEL, both with Qc = 6800.
Each response curve shows the maximum resonance frequency for a given injection ratio,
labeled on the curve. The maximum resonance frequency of each laser is the same for any
given injection ratio.

Quantitatively, the maximum resonance frequency enhancement, ΔωR,max, can be written
as [13]
Δω R,max =

ω0
2Qc

Rext

(3)

where ω0 is the laser angular frequency; Qc is the coupling quality factor of the slave laser
cavity (from output mirrors); and Rext is the external injection ratio, defined as the ratio of
optical powers of the incident master and free-running slave laser just outside of the slave
laser facet. As discussed in [13], the Q-factor of a typical DFB and VCSEL are roughly
equivalent: on the order of several 1000’s. Therefore, we would expect the maximum
resonance frequencies to be approximately the same for the two laser systems. In Section 3,
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we show this experimentally. In fact, any laser of similar Qc should exhibit similar maximum
resonance frequencies. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the frequency response of a DFB and
VCSEL, both with Qc = 6800. This was accomplished by modeling the DFB length and
effective mirror reflectivity to be 500 μm and 0.3, respectively and the VCSEL length and
mirror reflectivity to be 2 μm and 0.995, respectively. The small-signal model was based on
the standard rate equations found in [12]. The responses are for different injection ratios, and
the maximum resonance frequency for each injection ratio is shown. The comparison shows
that both lasers exhibit the same maximum resonance frequencies at any given injection ratio.
Note that the DC response is normalized to the free-running laser DC response. At the
extreme positive detuning edge (highest resonance frequency), the DC response can drop.
This is not necessarily the case for detunings away from the edge. While the DC response may
decrease slightly with increasing resonance frequency, the magnitude can often be equal or
larger than the free-running DC response, as shown in experiment and theory [6, 12]. Thus,
the injection-locked system can give DC gain as well as enhanced resonance frequency.
2.2 Bandwidth enhancement
Although the resonance frequency of an injection-locked laser has been shown to be enhanced
significantly higher than that achievable by conventional lasers, the modulation response
typically drops sharply, rolling off close to DC before being enhanced by the resonance
frequency. This produces poor response between DC and resonance, in contrast to
conventional lasers, whose response is typically flat or rising from DC to resonance. This
“sagging” response is evident in all strong injection locking experiments showing significant
resonance enhancement [5-7, 14], and has limited the 3-dB bandwidths of these prior works.
The roll-off is due to an additional real pole that appears in directly-modulated OIL systems,
and is distinct from the RC parasitics. The real pole acts like a low-pass filter whose cut-off
frequency, ωP, changes dynamically with the injection locking conditions, and has been
observed to be as low as a few GHz. In this section, we explain this phenomenon physically
and quantitatively provide design rules to mitigate the low-frequency roll-off, in order to
improve the modulation bandwidth.
We can develop some physical intuition to the roll-off through the small-signal model
[12]. In a non-injection-locked (free-running) laser, the resonance frequency is induced by the
coupling of carriers and photons. Using direct modulation, carriers are directly injected into
this coupling, and we exhibit a classic 2-complex-pole behavior. In an injection-locked laser,
however, the enhanced resonance frequency is induced by the coupling between the photon
amplitude and phase, due to the beating between master and slave cavity mode frequencies.
Hence, the directly-modulated carriers are no longer injected directly into the resonance
frequency energy reservoirs. The transfer of energy from the carriers to the resonance is then
dominated by the carrier relaxation rate, enhanced by stimulated emission.
Quantitatively, we can approximate the cut-off frequency of the low-frequency roll-off as
[12]
⎡

2αQc

⎢⎣

Rext Qtot

ω P ≈ ⎢1 +

⎤

sin (− φ0 )⎥ gS 0

(4)

⎥⎦

where α is the linewidth enhancement parameter, Qtot is the total cavity-Q (from mirror and
internal loss), g is the differential gain, and S0 is the photon number in the slave cavity. To
maximize bandwidth we must increase the low-pass pole frequency. As the detuning
increases, despite the fact that the sine term approaches unity, the resonance frequency goes
up, forcing ωP to smaller values. In order to maximize ωP, there are several design parameters
to utilize: 1) use lasers with higher α, 2) increase the injection ratio to increase S0, 3) increase
the differential gain, and 5) increase the photon number. Of course, there are design trade-offs
or fundamental limits with changing many of these parameters. The most straightforward of
these methods is to increase the photon number, specifically by increasing the slave laser
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current bias. By increasing the photon number (via bias current), we can increase the low-pass
pole frequency until it no longer dominates the frequency response below resonance.
Effectively, we are increasing the carrier decay rate by enhancing the stimulated emission in
the cavity. Fig. 2(a) shows the dependency of frequency response on the bias current. Here,
we have fixed both injection ratio and resonance frequency while increasing bias current. For
a current of 4×Jth, we can increase the bandwidth from a few GHz to > 60 GHz. Fig. 2(b)
shows a near-linear relationship between pole frequency and photon number (which is
proportional to J-Jth). It is important to note that the pole need not be enhanced as high as the
resonance frequency to achieve large 3-dB bandwidths. As we see in Fig. 2(b) for 4×Jth, only
a modest enhancement to 20 GHz is necessary to achieve 60 GHz bandwidths. Additional
increases in the bias yields marginal improvements to the bandwidth. The corresponding freerunning, 3-dB bandwidths are shown as well. We see that the free-running laser is only
capable of ~20 GHz bandwidth.
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Fig. 2. (a) Dependence of the frequency response on bias current. Thick,
overlain lines show the 3-dB frequency range. (b) Dependence of the low-pass
pole frequency, fP, to current, along with corresponding 3-dB frequencies, f3dB.
The 3-dB bandwidth of the free-running laser is also shown (f3dB,FR).

3. Experimental results
Here, we record the results from our experimental investigation of the theoretical concepts
presented in the previous section. First, we demonstrate the dependency of Qc on the
maximum resonance frequency, while simultaneously demonstrating >100 GHz resonance
frequencies in DFB lasers and VCSELs. Then we demonstrate the concept of bandwidth
enhancement by increasing current bias, reporting up to 80 GHz intrinsic bandwidths.
VNA

Slave
Laser

Circulator

90%

PD
OSA

PC
Master
Laser

10%
Electrical Path
Optical Path

Fig. 3. Optical injection locking experimental setup. VNA: vector network analyzer, PD:
photodetector, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, PC: polarization controller.
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3.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. We compared the injection locking performance of
two slave lasers (SL): a 1550 nm DFB laser and a 1550 nm VCSEL. For the DFB, injection
light was coupled using an anti-reflection-coated lensed optical head with ~50% coupling
efficiency. For the VCSEL, we used a lensed fiber with ~70% coupling efficiency. The master
laser is a commercial, high-power (18-dBm) DFB laser. Frequency detuning of the master
laser was performed by temperature tuning. A variable optical attenuator was used to change
the power of the master laser. A polarization controller was used in the experiments to match
the polarizations of the master and slave lasers. A circulator was used to allow simultaneous
injection and measurement to the slave laser, while reducing feedback to the master laser. The
slave laser is directly modulated by a RF signal using a 1-mm coaxial microwave signalground probe, sourced by a 110-GHz vector network analyzer (VNA) (Agilent N5250A). A
90/10 coupler was used to measure the light simultaneously on the VNA and a 10-pm
resolution bandwidth optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The light is converted to an electrical
signal via a 100-Gbps photodetector (PD) (Fraunhofer C05-W31). The frequency response
was normalized for cable, VNA, and PD loss, but probe loss could not be de-embedded due to
non-planar probe contacts.
3.2 Resonance frequency enhancement in DFBs
The DFB used was a 500-μm long, 1.55 μm InGaAsP DFB laser [15] with a threshold of 8
mA at 20°C. The DFB is biased at 31.7 mA (1.3×Ith) at 60˚C (to match the wavelength range
of the ML); its optical power is 1 dBm. The frequency response of the free-running DFB laser
is shown by the black curve in Fig. 4(a), having a free-running relaxation oscillation
frequency of 3 GHz. Under strong optical injection, the frequency response exhibits
significant enhancement. We inject the DFB with a master laser output power of 18 dBm.
With the 50% coupling efficiency of the optical head and about 1 dB of insertion loss in other
components, this results in an injection ratio of ~14 dB. The colored curves of Fig. 4(a) show
the frequency response for the injection-locked DFB; holding the injection ratio constant, the
detuning frequency was varied from -47 to +67 GHz, with a step size of ~12.7 GHz. This
resulted in a resonance frequency increase from 45 to 107 GHz, respectively. These results are
limited only by the 110-GHz source and detection equipment we used, and is not limited by
the injection-locked laser itself. For example, we can increase the resonance frequency further
by increasing the detuning and/or injection ratio. The migration of the resonance to higher
frequencies and the decrease in damping is clearly shown as the detuning frequency is
increased. The increased noise at 67 GHz is due to a dip in the VNA response as it transitions
its source to external mixers, resulting in an increase in the noise floor. The corresponding
optical spectra (without modulation) for each detuning frequency is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
main locked mode can be seen as it detunes from long to shorter wavelengths. The cavity
mode can be easily identified on the long wavelength side of the main locked mode. As we
increase the detuning frequency, we can see the locked mode pull away from the cavity mode.
The frequency difference between locked and cavity mode equals the resonance frequency
shown in the frequency response curves. Additionally, the un-modulated cavity mode power
increases with detuning, resulting in the reduction of resonance damping, also evident in the
frequency response curves. The side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) remains > 30 dB for all
detuning values. The 107-GHz resonance frequency case represents a 34 times increase in the
resonance frequency over the 3-GHz of the free-running laser. The DC levels of both freerunning and 107-GHz case are equal. The RF response at the resonance peak (107 GHz) is 12
dB below the DC level. This can be raised higher than the DC level by mitigating the package
parasitics of the slave laser or using impendence matching. In Fig. 4(c), we plot the frequency
response while holding the SMSR constant at 30 dB and varying the injection ratio from 6 to
14 dB. We again see that the resonance frequency increases, this time with rising injection
ratio. The corresponding optical spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(d). The sensitivity setting was
decreased, resulting in a higher noise floor than Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(e) shows the resonance
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frequency enhancement over the entire locking map by extracting the resonance frequency
over the parameter space. The contour plot shows that increasing either the injection power or
the master laser frequency will result in increased resonance frequency.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of injection-locked laser across locking range: (a) DFB frequency response
and (b) corresponding optical spectra for +14 dB injection ratio. The detuning frequencies are
varied from -47 to +67 GHz, in 12.7 GHz increments. The solid black lines represent the freerunning case. The curves are offset for clarity. (c) DFB frequency response for different
injection ratios (-16, -11, -6, -1, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 13.5 and 14 dB) and (d) corresponding
optical spectra. (e) DFB resonance frequency as a function of detuning frequency and injection
ratio, contour plot. Red O- and green X-marks are the bias points from (a) and (c), respectively.
Frequency response curves in (a) and (c) are smoothed 0.5% for clarity.
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3.3 Resonance frequency enhancement in VCSELs
For the VCSEL experiments, we used a 1.55 μm VCSEL with a threshold of 0.6 mA. Due to
the increased sensitivity to polarization effects in the VCSEL case, polarization-maintaining
components were used in lieu of a polarization controller. We also used a 99/1 optical coupler
to split the modulated light between the photodetector and OSA. The other experimental
details are the same as in the DFB case. Fig. 5(a) shows the frequency response when biased
at 1.8 mA (3×Ith, 0.43 mW output power) with and without injection locking. The freerunning slave laser (shown in black) has a resonance frequency of 5 GHz. When locked with
an injection ratio of +13.6 dB, the detuning frequencies of the curves (shown in color) were
varied from +88 GHz to +102 GHz. This resulted in resonance frequencies from 92 to 104
GHz. Again, these results are limited only by the source/detection equipment, not by the
injection-locked laser itself. As shown, the maximum resonance frequency is >100 GHz,
which is approximately the same as the DFB results in Section 3.2. This is a >20 times
increase in the free-running resonance frequency. The corresponding optical spectrum is
shown in Fig. 5(b).
Since the maximum resonance frequency of both the VCSEL and DFB are similar (~1047 GHz), we can equate Eq. (3) for both lasers. We have experimentally estimated that the Qc
of both lasers are approximately equal (Qc ≈ 5-6000 for the VCSEL, Qc ≈ 5570 for the DFB).
Also, since the injection ratios and wavelengths are approximately equal (Rext = 13.6 dB for
the VCSEL, Rext = 13 dB for the DFB, both at λ0 ≈ 1.55 μm), this verifies Eq. (3). This is an
important note, given the extremely different laser designs, cavity lengths, mirror
reflectivities, and geometries. Hence, this shows that the coupling Q-factor is a more accurate
and fundamental metric for determining resonance frequency enhancement.
Although there is no theoretical limit to the resonance frequency enhancement, the
practical limit occurs when the detuned master laser encounters the next-order laser modes
(i.e. Fabry-Perot modes). Our current DFB slave laser benefits from the wide (~1.8 nm)
forbidden zone of the DFB structure, while the VCSEL’s mode spacing (aside from
polarization modes) is even larger due to its extremely short cavity. Hence, the cavity must be
engineered to ensure the spacing of these modes is far apart to support the desired resonance
frequencies.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of injection-locked VCSEL for different detuning frequencies: (a) frequency response
(smoothed 0.5% for clarity) and (b) corresponding optical spectra for +13.6 dB injection ratio. The
detuning frequencies are 88, 93, 98, and 102 GHz. The solid black line represents the free-running case.
The curves are offset for clarity.

3.4 Bandwidth enhancement results
The common feature in the frequency response curves in Fig. 4(a) and 5(a) is the drop in
response starting near DC that severely limits the 3-dB bandwidth of the frequency response.
The response drops well below 3-dB close to DC and well before the resonance frequency is
reached. This is in contrast to a free-running laser, whose 3-dB bandwidth is typically larger
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than the resonance frequency, since the classic laser system does not exhibit this lowfrequency low-pass pole.
We have discussed the various design rules that can be used to increase the low-pass pole
frequency in Section 2.2. Here, we focus on enhancing the pole frequency by increasing the
photon density (via the slave laser bias current). Our experimental results are shown in Fig.
6(a), which shows the effects of bias current on the frequency response. We increase the bias
current while keeping the injection ratio (~12-13 dB) and resonance frequency (~68 GHz)
constant. The injection ratio was chosen such that the resonance frequency would be detuned
well away from the positive locking edge, resulting in larger damping, less non-linearity,
higher DC gain, and a flatter response curve. The two experimental VCSEL frequency
response curves (dotted) for 1.3× and 5×Ith are plotted after de-embedding the RC pole, which
we found to be 16 GHz. The pole was determined to be consistent by a fit over a wide range
of resonance frequencies. The free-running output powers were -11 and -0.86 dBm,
respectively. When biased at 1.3×Ith, the low-pass pole limits the 3-dB bandwidth to ~1 GHz.
However, with a bias of 5×Ith, the 3-dB bandwidth extends beyond the resonance frequency,
demonstrating an intrinsic 3-dB bandwidth of 80 GHz. Theoretical curves (solid), based on a
small-signal analysis of the classic rate equations [12], were calculated. Using the definitions
in [12], the VCSEL parameters were: V = 6×10-13 cm-3; g = 4.14×105 s-1; Nth = 2.4×106; α =
12; Jth = 2.4×1015 s-1; γn = 1 ns-1; γp = 700 ns-1; L = 1.12 μm; r = 0.99. The injection ratio was
kept at ~ 4 dB while the detuning was tuned to achieve a resonance frequency of 68 GHz. The
discrepancy in the theoretical and experimental injection ratios may be due to the inaccuracies
of the estimation of the coupling efficiencies. Nevertheless, the theory shows excellent
agreement with the experiment. The linearization of the injection locking rate equations
resulted in a frequency response composing of 2 complex poles (producing the resonance
frequency and damping) and 1 real pole (producing the low-pass roll-off). The theory curves
predict bandwidths of 1.4 and 80 GHz for the bias cases of 1.3× and 5×Ith. An additional
theoretical frequency response curve at 9×Ith is shown, showing the clear trend of bandwidth
enhancement with increasing slave laser bias current. Fig. 6(b) show the extracted pole
frequencies from the experimental curves. The figure also shows that we only need a pole
enhancement up to ~20 GHz (by biasing to 5×Ith) to achieve 80-GHz 3-dB bandwidth. Hence,
with a higher power master laser, we expect to push the bandwidth to higher frequencies. We
also expect to overcome the electrical parasitics with superior packaging and/or laser design.
Finally, the DC response for the 1.3× and 5×Ith bias levels are +3 and -1 dB, respectively,
relative to the free-running DC response, showing virtually no penalty to the overall response.
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Fig. 6. (a) Experimental and theoretical frequency responses of optical injection-locked
VCSEL at different DC bias currents. Experimental VCSEL curves (dotted) are shown for I =
1.3× and 5×Ith. Theoretical curves (solid) are shown for I = 1.3×, 5×, and 9×Ith. 3-dB
frequencies of 1.4 and 80 GHz for the experimental curves, respectively, are shown in circles.
(b) Extracted low-pass pole values (fP) for the three bias points, with corresponding 3-dB
frequencies (f3dB). Experimental free-running 3-dB frequencies also marked (f3dB,FR).
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4. Conclusions
In this work, we have used optical injection locking to enhance the resonance frequency
beyond 100 GHz and demonstrated intrinsic 3-dB bandwidths up to 80 GHz. While these are,
to the authors’ knowledge, the highest recorded resonance frequency and intrinsic bandwidth
in continuous-wave, room-temperature semiconductor lasers, we expect to exceed these
records in the near future, as we have not reached the fundamental limits of the frequency
enhancement. We have also determined that the coupling Q-factor is the dominant metric for
determining maximum resonance frequency enhancement. Since optical injection locking is a
universal technique, applicable to any laser, using Q as a universal figure of merit is very
useful for comparing very different lasers, such as the DFB laser and VCSEL used in these
experiments. The design trade-off to be made is the desire for a low Q for a large resonance
frequency, but a high Q for low threshold current. A comparison between semiconductor,
fiber, or solid-state lasers would be of great interest. Finally, the extremely high bandwidth,
dynamically tunable resonance frequency, and universal applicability make optical injection
locking a very flexible and powerful technique.
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